Connectivity pattern changes in default-mode network with deep non-REM and REM sleep.
Recent studies have compared default-mode network (DMN) connectivity in different arousal levels to investigate the relationship between consciousness and DMN. The comparison between the DMN in rapid eye movement (REM) sleep with that in non-REM (NREM) sleep is useful for revealing the relationship between arousal level and DMN, because the arousal level is at its lowest during deep NREM, while during REM sleep it is as high as wakefulness. Functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) and polysomnogram data were acquired from participants in REM, deep NREM, and light NREM sleep, and the DMN was compared using functional connectivity analysis. Our analysis revealed that functional connectivity among the DMN core regions - the posterior cingulate cortex, rostral anterior cingulate cortex, and inferior parietal lobule - remained consistent across sleep states. In contrast, connectivity involving the DMN subsystems of REM sleep differs from that of NREM sleep, and the change well accounts for the characteristics of REM sleep. Our results suggest that both the DMN core region and subsystems may not relate to the maintenance of arousal. The DMN core network and subsystems may respectively serve to integrate brain regions and perform function specific to each level of arousal.